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PART NO. DESCRIPTION 

SB4225F Snorkel box 4 Compartment stainless steel floor box with flanged recessed lid - 105mm deep 

SB4225BE Snorkel box 4 Compartment stainless steel floor box with butted edge recessed lid - 105mm deep 

SBP2 Snorkel box  mounting plate fitted with  2 x 10amp Auto switched GPO 

SBD3 Snorkel box mounting plate fitted with 3 x provision for data 

SBX3 Snorkel box mounting plate fitted with 3 x 25mm blanks 

OTHER LENGTHS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 

SNORKEL FLOOR BOX 
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CMS Snorkel floorbox offers a unique and innovative solution to 

hard-floor power and data distribution requirements.   

 

The stylish and robust Snorkel floorbox provides power and data 

services in screed floors with  the unique capability to accept an 

application cut-out such as timber, stone and marble for an  

unobtrusive profile.  

 

Combined with the CMS Screed ducting system, the Snorkel 

floorbox can be used in a utilised in a wide range of applications 

including exhibition halls, shopping centres, reception areas, 

commercial offices, and airports. 

  
Aesthetic and Discrete – Designed to accept a range of surface 

cut-outs, Snorkel floor boxes provide unobtrusive yet accessible 

options for high traffic areas  

  

Robust - Due to the unique design of the Snorkel range means 

that they are the only floor boxes which can be installed in high-

traffic public areas. 

  

Wet wash - The Snorkel range can be used in areas that will be 
cleaned using wet wash techniques.  

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

 

- Flange and Butted edge lids available 

- Flanged lid - IP53IP53IP53IP53 when closed   

-  Butted edge - IP52 IP52 IP52 IP52 when closed 

- Multiple knockouts for conduit 

- Stainless steel finish 

 

Note: 
- Contact CMS technical sales team to confirm suitability of this  product for a specific application 

Snorkel box with Flanged recessed lid 

Snorkel box undercarriage shown with GPOs & data 

Butted edge Snorkel box in marble floor 


